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Pointwise Convergence of Lagrange interpolation 
Based at the Zeros of Orthonormal Polynomials 
with Respect to Weights on the Whole Real Line* 
ARNOLD KNOPFMACHER 
Under various assumptions on a weight W’. with support W, we obtain rates for 
the pointwise convergence of Lagrange interpolation based at the zeros of the 
orthonormal polynomials with respect to W’, in the case of a uniformly continuous 
function f(.u). The weights considered include CV’,,,(.x ); cxp( -+I.\-I”‘). PII an eben 
posttlve Integer. rhe technique used gcnerahzes that of Freud. who considered 
pomtwise convergence of Lagrange interpolation in the case of the Hermite weight 
However. even for the Hermite weight, ON results reline and extend the upper and 
lower bounds of Freud. We establish as well. as preliminary results, upper and 
lower bounds for generalized Lebesgue functions and for absolute values of the 
orthogonal polynomials associated with U’,t,(.\-). 1 iw: A‘.iclZ,,,K t’rr,,. 1°C 
I. INTRODLCTION 
Convergence of Lagrange interpolation based at the zeros of orthogonal 
polynomials is a subject which has been widely investigated in the case of 
weights on a finite interval. For a comprehensive survey of what has been 
achieved, see Nevai 125. 211. However, owing to the present dearth of 
results on orthonormal polynomials on the whole real line, Lagrange inter- 
polation for weights with unbounded support has been investigated 
primarily in the case of the Hermite weight. 
Pointwise convcrgcnce of Lagrange interpolation for the Hermite weight 
was proved first by Freud [6], while Nevai [23] proved results on mean 
convergence of Lagrange interpolation. Bonan [2 J obtained necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the mean convergence of Lagrange interpolation 
for the weights /xI’exp( -.x’). 2 > - I, in L,, 0 <p d ~8. Sharp results for 
the pointwise convergence of Lagrange interpolation for weights 
* Based on work supported by the Research Grants Division of the Council for Scientilic 
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/.Y(’ exp( -s’), x> ~ I, were established by Kis [9]. The case of the 
Laguerre weight has been investigated in detail by Nevai [ 18 201. Recently 
Knopfmacher and Lubinsky [ 121 considered mean convergence of 
Lagrange interpolation for a general class of Freud weights. 
In this paper we prove pointwise convergence of Lagrange interpolation 
for a subclass of the weights W’ = exp( -2Q(.u)), introduced by Freud [S], 
and which include the weights W,,,(l) =exp( -~I.Y(“‘), m an even, positive 
integer. The technique used, involves a generalization of the ideas of Freud 
[6]. In addition we make extensive use of properties of exponential weights 
proved by Freud [S] and bounds for orthonormal polynomials proved by 
Bonan [3] and Nevai [24]. 
However, even for the Hermite weight, our results extend those of Freud 
in one major aspect. The bounds Freud obtained in Sate 2 [6]. take no 
account of the relative position of .Y and the zeros .yhr, of the orthonormal 
polynomial /I,,(S) associated with W’. We show, as one might expect, that 
since the Lagrange interpolation polynomial interpolates to the function at 
the zeros So;,,. one can obtain enhanced rates of convergence for values of .Y 
suitably close to a zero .Y~,>, This is shown in Theorem 3.2, for all the 
weights considered. 
Freud proved, in addition. that for a suitably defined function .f (.v). his 
bounds were sharp, but only for certain discrete values of X. namely the 
zeros of p ,, + ,(.u). In Theorem 3.4 we show that our bounds are in general 
sharp for all values of s lying in an interval which can grow with II. 
In Section 2, we introduce the notation that will be used throughout the 
paper. Furthermore. we state our main results in Section 3, and they are 
proved in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. NOTATION 
Let IV denote an even, nonnegative function on aB with all moments 
*i 
P,, = ( .\-‘I w’ ( .\- ) dY. 12 = 0, I, 2, . . . . finite . < 
Also let : /I,,( I*“. .x) ) = 1 P,,(.Y) ) be the sequence of orthonormal 
polynomials with respect to W’, that is, 
I 
/v,,,(r) />,,(.Y) W’(.u) r/-u = 
!i 
0, 111 # tI 
L I 1, t?I = 17. 
Let ;‘,, be the leading coefficient of p,,. II = 0, 1. 2, Let u,, = ;‘,, IT,,. 
t? = 1. 2. 3, We assume throughout that W(r) = exp( - Q( .v)), where 
Q(.v) is even positive and twice differentiable in (0, y_) and Q’ is positive 
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and nondecreasing in (0, x ). These weights were considered in some detail 
by Freud ([7. S] and references therein). Let I/,, denote the unique positive 
solution of the equation 
(l,,Q’((/,,) = n. (2.1) 
Note that the sequence ( y,, 1 is increasing and as shown in [8, p. 221. 
1 < ‘/2,,. q,, < 2 
In keeping with the notation of Freud and others, K,,(.Y. .I.) denotes the /rth 
kernel of the orthogonal expansion. 
K,,(.\-, .I’) = “I’ /Ja(.\Y)/Ji.( .l’) 
h =o 
I, 
i li I /‘,A .y 1 I’,, ,(.L~)-/J,l(.ls)/J,i ,(-\-I =- (2.21 
“, 
1 li .\- - 1’ 
(the Christoffef-Darboux formula) and i,,( ct~‘. \-) = L,,(.v) denotes the 
Christoffel function 
i,,( ct’2. \-) = I K,,(.v. x) 
Furthermore 
i. A,, = i.,,( WT2‘, XL,,), A = 1. 2. . . . . II 
We denote the zeros of [I,,(.\-) by 
.‘-h,i * A = I, 2. . . . . II. where .x,,~~ < .I-,, , ,i < < .v,,) 
Throughout given .Y, Ict A-,,, denote the closest zero of /I,?(.u) to .Y. We define 
.v,,) to be the closest zero of p,,(.v) on the left, in the event that .I lies midway 
between two zeros. 
The fundamental polynomials of Lagrange interpolation are 
;‘?I I P,,(X) P,c I (.u,,,) 
Ikn(.Y) = A,,, - k = 1 , 2, . . . . n. 
‘r’,, .Y - .Yh ,, 
and the Lagrange interpolation polynomial of degree at most n -- 1 is 
(2.3) 
UJ’; -u) = .i I/J-Y)./-(XX,,). (2.4) 
h=I 
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For convenience we define 
H,,,,,(.~) = 1 A,, lK,,(.c .Yh,)/ p for p > 0, n = I, 2, 
!. I 
Let ,f‘(s) be a bounded measurable function on ( -‘r;, c*, ). We define the 
vth modulus of continuity of,f‘by 
We use the usual norm notation. For example, 
Il./II L = sup I./‘(-u)l \EE 
Throughout c’, C, , c:, . will denote positive constants independent of n and 
X. For notational convenience the constants will not be numbered except in 
a case where confusion may arise. Thus c’ does not necessarily denote the 
same constant from line to line. 
By ,f’(r) -g(.u) we denote the condition cl <J’(.x)jg(x) < C? for all 
relevant .Y. 
The usual o. 0 notation will be used. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The class of weights considered is as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.1. W’ = exp( ~ 2Q) is a regular weight if it satisfies 
(a) Euplicir Assumptiorzs. Q is an even, convex twice differentiable 
function in ( - r*, x ) with Q(x) > 0 and Q’(s) > 0 for .Y E (0, XI) and 
.YQ”(x)//Q’(.Y) <c, 0 < x < x , (3.1) 
O<Q”(S,)< (1 +c,) Q”(,Y2), o<x, <.Y*, (3.2) 
Q’(2x)/Q’(x) > 1 + c, .X large enough. (3.3) 
(b ) implicit Assumptkms. 
lp,,( w*, .u) W(.Y)l <c,q,; *, 1.Y dc*y,j, n3 I. (3.4) 
The explicit assumptions can be weakened substantially for the required 
properties of W* to hold. In fact (3.3) is implied by the other conditions on 
Q. However, for ease of reference, we retain the restrictions in the above 
form. 
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The implicit assumption (3.4) is essential for our own proofs. We note in 
particular, that the weights 
W,(x) = exp( -4 x”‘), m = 2, 4, 6, . . . . (3.5) 
satisfy (3.4) (Bonan [3], Nevai [24]). Of course for W,,,(X), we have by 
(2.1 1 
q,l = (2n/m) ’ n’. (3.6) 
In addition it has been proved [I, Theorem 3.5; 10, Chap. 21 that if CV’ 
satisfies the explicit assumptions of Definition 3.1 
Q,, = Y,, I I;‘,, - q,,. (3.7) 
We shall prove as a consequence of (3.1) to (3.4) that W2 satislies 
IP,, I(-Xk,,) wt.\-,,,)I -c/,, ’ 2? I -x1,, I < CY,, (3.8) 
The results on Lagrange interpolation can now be stated. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let W’ be u regulur Mvight. For all uniJormly continuous 
functions ,f(x) und ail naturul r. there exists c, such thut un[fbrml?~ ,fbr 
l-y/ < clqn. 
l.f(-Y, - L,,(f; .Y)l d c, UJ ,(.~4,11n)((nlq,,)l.~-.~,,,/Clogn+ W ‘(.~)l +(.i- 
(3.9) 
THEOREM 3.3. Let W(x) = W,,,(x), m = 2, 4, 6. ..__ Let I: > 0. Let r he N 
positive integer. For ull uniformly continuou.~,functions f’(.x) there exist c2 and 
c, > 1 ,r,ith the following properties: 
c,[log n + W ‘(x11 w,(.fi q,,lnh I.yl d c’2q,,, 
I.f(-Y) - L,,(L -XII d I f! (212,~ - En ’ “‘I, 2a,, + cn ’ “I) 
llfll W-‘(x) cFr’, /xl > (‘24,!. (3.10) 
In the case of the Hermite weight we need not omit the interval 
(2a, - En li2, 2a, + en ~ ‘,“). For m > 2, the results of Bonan and Clark [4] 
can be used to fill the gap. 
The following result shows that we can define a functionf‘(x) for which 
the rates of convergence of Theorem 3.2 are substantially best possible for 
all 1x1 < cq,,. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let W’ he u regular trvight. Then there exists c2 und 
,fimctions ,f;, depending on n und Y. n = 1, 2, . . . . such that ,f‘or (s/ < c, q,,, 
I.f;,(.u) - L,( Ii +x )i
3C2 ~(rJ,-(,1;,;cr,,l’n)((nlq,,)l.\‘-.u,,,/[lO&n+(1 + i.Yl) ’ M/ ‘(X)] - t ). 
(3.11) 
In order to prove these results we need to obtain upper and lower 
bounds for the Lebesgue function 
f I/,,,(-~)l. (3.12) 
h I 
In fact we will obtain bounds for the generalized Lebesgue function 
H,,.,,(s) = i A,,, IK,,(r. s,,,)l”, 
h-l 
(3.13) 
for 0 <p < 2. H,,, ,(.Y) is the Lebesgue function (3.12). For the Hermite 
weight, 1.~1 < cn’ ‘. the upper bound (3.15) is better than that of [6, Satz 11 
for 1.~ - .Y,,,/ = o(q,,(n). Also, the lower bound of Freud 16, Satz 31 for 
H,,,,(S), holds only for 5 a zero ofp,,+,(x), for which 26(<16c,n”. In 
Theorem 3.6 we obtain a lower bound for H,,,,(.u). 0 c p d 2. which holds 
for all 1.~1 CC’, n’ ‘. 
These results are stated as follows: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let 0 <p < 2. Let W’ he N regular bveigizt. Then there 
e.\-ists c, ,such that un<fkwml~~ for 1.~1 < c, q,,, 
(i) H,,,,,(s)b(‘I(rziq,l)” ’ IV’ ‘“(.Y) 
+ C(~~/q,,)l.~--~,,,Il” w “(.d), p# 1. (3.14) 
(ii) H ,,,, (.Y) < c(n/q,,)/.u - .xlIII {log n + W ‘(x); + c2. (3.15) 
The following results show that the upper bounds in Theorem 3.5 are 
substantially best possible. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 0 < p < 2. Let W’ he u regular rteight. Then there 
rxist.s I’, such thut uniforml?, ,fbr 1.~1 < c, q,,, 
(i) H,,,(x) 3 cjn/q,,)” ’ W’ ““(x) 
+ [(niq,,)~,~--r,,,1]“(1 + 1x1) P W p(.~)). pf 1. 
(ii) H,,,,(s)3c(n;q,,)Ix-s,,,I{logn+(I +M) ’ W ‘(x)l+c2. 
(3.16) 
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Both of these theorems rely on the following - relationship for the 
orthonormal polynomial: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let W2 be a regular biteight. Then there e.uists c such that 
un~forml~~ jar 1x1 < cq,, , 
IP,,(-~1 W(,x)l - I-Y--~,,,I(nlq,) q,, ’ 2. (3.17) 
The proofs of Theorems 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 appear in Section 4. 
Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 on Lagrange interpolation are proved in Sec- 
tion 5. 
4. BOUNDS FOR H,,J.u) 
We need a number of preliminary results. 
LEMMA 4.1. If W’(s) satisfies the e.yplicit assumptions of Definition 3.1 
then the fdlobving results hold 
(a) K,,(x -4 6 dnlq,,) Wm’(-~), XE R. (4.1 1 
(b ) There e.uists cI such that 
K,,(.u, x) >, c(niq,,) W ‘(-\-I, 1x1 6 c,q,,. (4.2 1 
(c) s ,,z d cq,,. (4.3 1 
(d) There exists cl such that ,for .Yk ,,,, , x4,, E [ - crq,,, c2q,,], 
i’,q,,ln c-u, 1.n -~ xh.n < (‘3 q,,/n. (4.4) 
Proof: (a) This is Lemma 2.5 in [S, p. 2.51. 
(b) This is Lemma 4.2 in [8, p. 331. 
(c) This follows from Theorem 1 in [7, p. 493. 
(d) This follows from Theorem 5.1 in [S, p. 361. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let W’ satisjj, the explicit assumptions qf Definition 3.1. 
Then there ccuists c’ such that ,fbr x E [ - cqn, cq,,], 
(a) W-x,,) - W(x) - W,~,+ l.,z). 
(b) j,,, - 4,(-y) - j.,+ ,,,,. 
Proof. See Lemma 4.2 in Knopfmacher [ 111. 1 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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LEMMA 4.3 (Properties of Freud weights). 
(i) qY2<Q(.u)<~~,.Y’ “, .Y 3 (‘1. (4.7) 
(ii) C’, .Y ’ ” ‘~‘<y,~(~J”, .Y>c~l. (4.X 
(iii) lj’12‘ > 1 then un$~rrn!~~,fbr I < I’ < N’; 
Q’( PS) - Q’(I). s 3 (‘1. (4.9 
(iv) Q(.Y) v .uQ’(s) h .?Q”(.Y), .Y 3 (‘3. (4.10) 
(VI c, .Y d Q’(s) 6 c2.tA. .x 3 C’,. (4.1 I ) 
Proof: (i) As Q” is nondecreasing and positive. it is easily seen that 
Q(s) 2 c,.Y’ for large s. The upper bound follows from Lemma 7(v) in 
Cl51. 
(ii) The upper bound is Lemma 4.2g in [It]. For the lower bound 
see Lemma 7( viii) in [ 151. 
(iii) This is Lemma 7(ix) in [15]. 
(iv) The first part of (4.10) is Lemma7(vi) in [lj]. It suffices to 
establish 
Q’(x) - .t-Q”(.u), .\-a (II. 
In view of (3.1). it suffices to shown 
Q’( .\‘I d CYQ”( I ). .Y > (’ 3, 
But for .u>, I. by (3.2) 
Q’(x) = Q’( 1 ) + 1,’ Q”(U) & 
< Q’( 1 ) + xQ”(s)( 1 + c’, ). 
Since lim, .+ , Q’(.Y) = X. (by (4.7) and the first part of (4.10)) we obtain 
(1 l tC) ’ < lim inf _uQ”(x)/Q’(-u). 
\-I 
Hence, this completes the proof of (4.10). 
(v) This now follows from (4.7) and (4.10). 1 
LEMMA 4.4. (Local Markov-Bernstein inequality). Ler W’ sati,sf;v f/w 
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explicit assumptions in Definition 3.1. There exist cl, c2 and cj such that for 
0 < 6 d c, and all polynomials P of degree at most n, 
lIp’~/ll~,~~,,“,~~,~) 6 c3(n19,)llPW L,c-d;r.2yn, 6r2yn). (4.12) 
Proof: Let ;F,, denote the positive root of the equation 
<,Smax(jQ”(u)l: 1 <u<tr,) =n, (4.13) 
tz large enough. It is shown in Lubinsky [ 17, Corollary 3.21, that for all 
polynomials P of degree at most n, and all 0 < 6 <ad 1, 
II P’ Wll 1. r, ,);,. cjiinj d ~(4L)llPWII L,, -,,<“, Ecnj. (4.14) 
It is easy to see that (4.14) implies (4.12) provided we can show 
5,, - 9,1 3 II large enough. (4.15) 
Now by (3.2) and (4.13) above 
s,,Q’(q,,) = n G 5,SQ”(5,,)(1 + cl 1 
- 5, Q’(L)(l + c,L 
by (4.10). Since Q’ is nondecreasing, we obtain for some c > 1: 
q,, Q’(q,z) G Cc t,,) Q’(c 5,) 
so that 
qn 6 c t,,t n large enough. 
Next, from (4.13) we see 
q,Q’(qn)=n3~5Q”(4,) 
3 ~2 t,Q’(t,) 
(by (4.10) for some c2 d 1) 
3 (~2 En) Q’(c2 5,)> 
as c2 < 1. We deduce q,, 3 c2 5,,. I 
At this stage we can prove assertion (3.8). 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume W2 is u regular weight. Then there exists c, such 
that 
l(P, -I W)(x,,)I -4,m1’2, IXhl br, 4,. (4.16) 
MO 51 3-4 
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Proof: In view of (3.4) it suffices to show 
l(P,, , W(“~,,,)l 3 q,, ’ ?, I.Yk,, I d (‘I q,,. (4.17) 
We shall use the identity 
K,,( 9, x) = i’,, I ?,, (P:,(.u) P,, i(.~)-p,,(s)P:, I(-\‘)I, (4.18) 
which follows easily from the ChristoffelPDarboux formula. Using (4.2) 
and (3.7) with .Y = .Y~,,, we obtain 
(‘dniq,,) w 2(-yh,l)~(.jY,,/):,(.~h,,)P,, ,(.X,\,,). (4.19) 
Now by the local Markov-Bernstein inequality, we have 
II P:, w 1. , , h{,>. A,,,) Gdfll’4,z) II P,,f+l / , , I)< j ,,$,, i)  i,, I 
< m/q; 1. 
by (3.4) if 6 is small enough. Then (4.19) and (4.20) yield 
(‘7 n/q,, d (‘5 wqf, 2 I P,, I WI (.Yh,> 1. I.yh,, i G ~q,~. 
(4.20) 
which yields (4.17). 1 
Proof c?f‘ Thrown 3.7. Let 1.~1 < cq,,. We use the technique of Nevai 122, 
p. 1711. 
is1 (.u) = ii1 lq(.Y. .s,,z) 
< i$ i.,,, ’ K,,( .\-. .Y ) 
(by the Cauchy Schwarz inequality) 
< (‘, 
by (4.6). Now either x lies between X, ,,,r and Y,,, or .Y lies between .Y,,, and 
~(i~~;, Let for simplicity, x,,, 6 .Y < X, ,,,, Then by Lemma 9.32 122. 
1, ,.,,(.y) + ~,,,L~) 3 1. 
Now by (4.6) and (3.8) 
Il., l,nPn (u ’ ./ ,.,,)I - I~.,,,P,z ,(x,,,)l. 
Also I, I.,,(-x) 30, I,Jx) 20 and sign P,~ ,(x- ,.,,I = -signp, ,(-x,,,). 
Hence using (2.3) and the fact that 1.~ -x, ,,,> ( 2 1,~ -s,,, (. 
I, I.,,(-~) G c/,,,(+x). 
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Therefore for 1x1 6 cy,,, in all possible cases, 
l,‘,,(s) - 1. 
Hence by (2.3) 
j.f, (Y,, ,i~,,)21P,,(.~)l(.~--x,,,)/2P~ I(-~,,,)- 1. 
The result now follows by (3.8) (3.7) (4.1) and (4.2). 1 
(4.21 ) 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 0 -C p < 2. Let W’ satisf:v thr explicit assumptions in 
Definition 3.1. Then 
,I w ~-“(.u,,,) 6 L’, n = 1, 2, (4.22) 
h I 
Proqf It is obviously sufficient to show that 
To see this we note that Theorem 4 in [ 151 shows that there exists an 
entire function G(.v) with the following properties: 
G(x) - w “(x) x2 as .u + ‘Ye ; 




G(x) W’(x) (1-Y < x. 
J I 
Since 
lim W p(.~)/G(x) = 0, 
II - % 
we can apply Theorem 111.1.6 [S, p. 931 to prove (4.22). 1 
Without further mention let W’ denote a regular weight in what follows. 
LEMMA 4.7. There exists c, such that 
(i) for l-4 bk, I <c, q,,, 
lK,,(T ,x,,,)i y (n/q,!-,y,,,I w- ‘(-y) w ‘(-~h,l)jI.---yk,,I, (4.24) 
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(ii) $W 1x1 < ~,q,~, I.x~,~ / > c2 qn, c2 > c,, we haor 
IK,?(.? Xk,,)l - 4, “(+L7)l-~--,J w ‘(S)lP,, ,(.~,,,)I. (4.25) 
Proof: (i) It follows from (2.2), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.17) that 
- 4,,(q,; ’ * w ‘(x,,,))((nlq,,)l.u-.~,,,l Y,, ’* w ‘(,x)M-~-“~k~LI 
- (nlq,,)l.-.u,,,I w ‘f-u) w ‘(-~k,r)//.--~Xrll. 
(ii) This follows similarly from (2.2), (3.7), (3.17), (4.3) and since 
I.Y---Yh,,l>((.?-(.,)q,,=c’q,,. i 
LEMMA 4.8. Let 0 c p < 2. Let 
Hl,f:, t-u) = 1 ik,r I&,(-7 -~krr)/ “. SER. (4.26) 
II % s 1 
A#/ 
Then there exists c, such that for Ix/ 6 c, y,,, 
(a) Hl,lb(s)~c[(n/q,,)i.u-.u,,,i]“i(niq,)” ’ W2 2p(.u)+ W .“(.u)l, 
1 <p62, (4.27) 
(b) Hi,ti(x)dc(n/q,,)lx~x,,,I{logn+ W-‘(x)), (4.28) 
(~1 ~l,~:,~~~~d~C~~lq,,~l~~--~,,,II”, o<p< 1. (4.29) 
Proof: First note that for p = 2, by the Gauss-quadrature formula 
=jx K,S(x, t) W*(t)dt 
* 
= K,(x, s) d c(n/q,,) W *(x), 1x1 Gc,qnr (4.30) 
by (4.1). So we may assume p < 2. Next, we note that it suffices to consider 
x 3 0, as Hj$ (x) is an even function. To see this we note that 
K,( - X, - -xkn) = K,,(x, Sk,), 
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since each orthogonal polynomial is either even or odd and further the 
zeros x,,,, . . . . xln are symmetric about 0. So let x 3 0, and let u E (/x - ,Y~,, 1, 
1.~ - .x~,~ 1 +q,/n). If first x > xk,,, then 
9 - u E (x - lx - Xk,, j - q&l, .r - 1.Y - .Yk,, 1 ) 
= t-u,,, - qh, ,Y,,,). 
Since W(y)- W(y+q,,jn) for 1.~ <c,q,,, we have 
W(x - u) - W(x,,,). (4.31 ) 
Secondly, if I < .xkn, then 
x+ UE (x+ IX-xk,J, x+ Ix-xk,,l + q,,,‘n) 
= (-Yk,, , -Yk,, + q,,h 1. 
Hence 
W(x + 2.4) - W(x,,,). (4.32) 
Now as x 3 0 and u > 0, 1.x - UI < s + U, so that W(.u + U) 6 W(.Y - u). Then 
by (4.31) and (4.32) 
W(x,,,)dcW(x-u), (4.33) 
for u E (Ix - I~,, 1, 1.x - x~.,, I + q,,/n) and uniformly for 0 6 s < c, y,!. Further- 
more for such II, if k #j, (4.4) shows that 
u d q,,/n + Ix ~ xR,, / d (‘lx - .Y~.,~ / (4.34) 
Next by (4.2), (4.24) and (4.26) 
k#/ 
(by (4.33) and (4.34)) 
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Here we have used the fact that each interval of the form J, = ( I.\--.v~,,(, 
1.~ - .vA,, / + I~,,/II) can intersect at most two intervals of the form I,= (/rl,l:n. 
(I-t I)q,,,‘n). I=O, 1.2, . . . . and is contained in the union of at most two 
such intervals. Furthermore, it follows from (4.4) that the number of inter- 
vals J, intersecting any I, is bounded above independent of v, at least for 
I.\-/ < c’, q,, and some suitable c’, Next by (4.35) 
Hj,j:,(s)~l,[(n,ly,,)/.~-.~,,,I]” w2 y.Y) I.- W” ?(.x) w2 “(.u-u) u ‘Jdu. 
L ‘,., II 
(4.36) 
If firstly .Y ,< 2, then W” ?(.Y) W’ “(.Y ~ u) < c’ for all UE [q,,Jn, 2] and so 
H),t,j(.U)~(‘[(nlq,,)l.u-.~,,,/]” w’ ?“(.v) i’ 11 ” du. (4.37) 
d Y,? Ji 
For s6 2 (4.27). (4.28) and (4.29) follow easily from (4.37) as 
W’ “‘(.Y) < 1, if 0 <p < I. Note too. that log(niq,,) - log II, by (4.8 ). Let us 
suppose now .I- > 2. Then for u E [q,,/n. 21, 
i 
,.2 
Lb”’ yu) w2 “(.Y-u)=exp (2-p) ( “\ Q’(t) dr 
i, 
< exp 1’ 14 Q’(.Y) (4.38) 
as Q’ is positive and nondecreasing and .Y > .\-- u > .Y ~ 2 > 0. Then by 
(4.36) and (4.38) for 2 d .Y d C, q,,, 
(by the substitution ~1’ = L’Q’(.Y) II I 
(4.39) 
In the case where cQ’(s) q,,/n > 1 or 2cQ’(~) < I, we omit, respectively, the 
first and second integrals in (4.39). Now let 1 <p < 2. Then from (4.39) for 
2<r<c, y,,. 
H1,I,:(s)d1.[(nly,,)lx-.u,,,l]” wL 2”(.u)[(n/y,l)” ’ -t(Q’(x))” ’ rLCQ“‘]. 
(4.40) 
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From (4.27) and (4.40) we see that it suffices to prove that 
w’ P(x) (Q’(-Y))P ’ e2cQ’(y’<c) 3-E [O, Y-) (4.41 ) 
in order to complete the proof of (4.27). But the left member of (4.41) 
equals 
exP( ~ (2 -p) Q(s) + (p - 1) log Q’(X) + 2cQ’(.r)) 
6exp(Q(.~)(p-2+~!‘.\-)) 
(by (4.10) and (4.1 1 )) 
since for large X, p - 2 + C/X < 0. Hence we have proved (4.41) and also 
(4.27) for 1.~1 < c, q,, The cases p = 1 and 0 <p < 1, follow similarly from 
(4.39). If p < 1, we use the fact that W’ ‘I’( ~3) -c 1. [ 
LEMMA 4.9. Lrt 0 <p < 2. Thor r.uist.r c .vuch thut ,fbr 1.~1 -cq,,, 
j”,,JK,,(X, .Y,,z)~“- (nllq,,)P ’ w2 2”(.v,. (4.42) 
Prmf: We have by (4.1 ). (4.2) and (4.24) with k =,j, 
G,, I Kl.6 .Y,,, 1 I” - q,h wZ(.~,,,xwq,,) w ‘C-Y) w ‘L~,,,)l’) 
- (n/q,, I” ’ w2 “J(X), 
hJ (4.5). 1 
LEMMA 4.10. LcJt 0 <p < 2. We d<fi’ncj ,fbr (I suituhle choir of‘ C, 
Hj$(x) = c J”,,, IK,(.L .u,,,)I f. 
Then there exists c, such that uniJi)rml~,fiv 1x1 < c, q,,, 
H!;;(u) ~(~[(n/q,,)J.u-,x,,,I]” w P(x). 
Prmf: It follows from (4.24) and (4.22) that 
w P(.xk,,) 
k-l 
~~[(nlq,,)/x-.u,,,IlP W T-Y). I 
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LEMMA 4.1 1. Let 0 <p < 2. Let c he as in Lemma 4.10 and let 
H;;:,(x) = 1 &,I lK,(*y. ,Ykn)l p. 
I Ii,, I 2 ‘C,n 
Then there exists c, < c such that un{formly ,for 1.~1 < c, q,,, 
H!,:; t-u 1 d c’q,, p ’ [(n/q,,)ls - .~,,1 1” W “(x). 
Proyf: By (4.25) 
H;,~;(.Y) < I’ c &,,IP,l l(-Ykn)lP jq,, “‘[(n/q,)lx-x,,,I]P w-“(x)) 
I Ii,> I > c ‘,,t 
<cq,;“’ [(niq,,)l-u--u,,,l]p W “(xl ( C &,P,?l , (-~~,,ij” ’
Iu,J >CY, 
(by Holder’s inequality) 
G(‘Y,, “‘[(n/q,,)lx-s,,,llP W “(x). 1 
Proof’ of’ Theorem 3.5. First let 0 <p i 2. The upper bound now follows 
directly from Lemmas 4.84.1 I for lx/ < c, qn, n sufficiently large, and 
noting that by (4.4) 
[(niq,,)l.x -xi,? I I/’ d c. (4.43 ) 
The case p = 2 follows from (4.30). 1 
Proqf of‘ Theorem 3.6. It suffices to consider x 2 0 as H,,,, is even. We 
suppose I > 2. The proof for 0 d .Y < 2 is similar. Now by (4.1) and (4.24) 
for .Y, l-h, I < (‘I q,,, 
L lK,,(K -Yh)I ” >, c(q,,/n) W2(.u,,,) 
x I(nlq,)l-x - x,,, I W ‘t-x) Wm ‘(h)/l-~ - -b I I” 
3 cq,/n W “(x) W’ “(x,,)/x -x~,~\ “[n/q, IX-.X,,,/]“. 
(4.44) 
Now let us consider the sum over all abscissas xkn which fall in (0, 1). By 
the separation property of the zeros the number of such xk,, is order n/q,, 
Therefore if 2 < x < cqn, 
c ikn IKK,(x, x~,~)I~>cW’ -~“(I) W-mp(x) x “[n/q, ~3c-x,,I]” 
0-z VA”/ 1 
=cx-~ W-,,(x)[n/q,, Ix--.Y,,,/]~. (4.45 
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Again by (4.44) and using the fact that by (4.4) 
NOW it is easily seen that 
Now since .Y> 2. (0. 1 ) and (.Y- I, .u) are disjoint inter\als. The result for 
p # 1, now follows from (4.45) and (4.42 ). For 17 = I the result follows from 
(4.45). (4.42). (4.46). and (4.47). 1 
In order to prove Theorem 3.3 on Lagrange interpolation for the weights 
M’,,,(.v). we must derive as well, an upper bound for H,,,,,(.\-) for 1.~1 > c’, L/,,. 
To this end we prove: 
LkSNA 4.13. For trll \-E R. 
(i) 1 ,,\,, p.,,(x. .I,,,, )l’a < (,(I/,, II 1’ ” II’ “(.vL 0 < p < I. 
1,s / (, ‘lI<~pl,i ‘,, /I
c i,,, IK,,(.\-, .\-,,,)l”<cu~ “(.\-I, I <p< 2 
il,, ’ L I‘ii. 
Pm?/: (i) Let 0 <p < 2. It follows from Hiilder’s inequality, (4.30) and 
(4.22) that 
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< cK,,( .Y, A-)‘) ‘. (4.48) 
Next assume 0 <p G 1. Now I.Y~,, 1 > Q ‘(log n/q,,) implies that 
Q( xr,!) 3 log n/q,, Hence 
W(-Y~,,) = exp( - Q(.u,,,)) 6 q,,/n. (4.49) 
Therefore if S = isA,,: /.Y~,, 1 3 Q ‘(log rz/q,,)  
1 i.,,, / K,,(.Y. .~~,,)l” 6 max ( W” 
Y s 
“I ‘(.vh,,)) i L,,, 1 K,S(s,.t~,,>)( p W”’ ” ‘(So,,) 
h I 
< ‘.(q,z;in)‘2 “) ’ K,,(.Y, x)” ’ 
(by (4.4X) and (4.49)) 
6 c.(y,,!‘n)” “) ‘((n/q,,) w ‘(x))” z 
(by (4.1 1) 
<c(n/y,,)” ’ w “(S) 
(ii) Let I <p < 2. Now I.Y~,,~ > c,yn implies 
Qt.VA,,) 3 Q(c, y,z) 3 (‘2 4;, 
by (4.7). Therefore by (4.8 ) 
w(.u,,,) = exp( -Q(.Y~,,)) <exp( -~,~rz? 1’ +cl). (4.50) 
Hence for n sufficiently large, 
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(by (4.48) (4.1) and (4.50)) 
<cw “(U). 1 
THEOREM 4.13. Let W(x) = W,,J.r), m = 2, 4, 6, In the CUSP 
W(.u) = W,(.K) ket s E R. 0thcwz.i.w let c > 0 untl let x E R ‘$ (2m,, - t:n ’ “I, 
2u,, + cn ’ ‘I’). Then ,fiw n = 1, 2, 3, 
(i) H,,~,,(.u)<~((n’ I”‘)” ’ W’ +(.Y)+ W ‘(.\-)I, 1 *:p,<2. 
(ii) H ,,,, (.v)<c(logr7+ W ‘(.v)). (4.51) 
(iii) H,,.,,(.Y)<c’ W “(.u), o<p< 1. 
Prouf: The results for 1.~1 < C, Y,~ follow from Theorem 3.5, (3.6) and 
(4.43). Therefore let 1.~1 3 c, y,?. Now by (4.7) for 11 sufficiently large, 
Q '(lOg(n/q,,)) < c(log(n/y,,))’ ’ < c(log n)’ ‘<c: y,, 
It follows from Lemma 4.12 for 0 <p < 2 that we need only consider the 
sum over abscissas .Y~.,, which satisfy II~,,~ < ~~q,,, C~ < c,, Now by (2.2) 
(3.7). (3.8) and (4.22) 
c A,,, /K,,(~,.Y~,~)I"~~'Y,~"~ lp,,(x)l" i "A,, w pt.t-k,,I 
I ll,,l ("',,I h - I 
G (' Y,, " L 1p,,(s)l". (4.52) 
At this point we require a bound for ~p,,(.u)~. 1.~1 >~,q,,. For the weights 
W,,,(.u) Lubinsky 1161 proved the following inequality: 
w;,(.K)p;(.K)l 1 ~ /.u~‘;(2u,,)‘l < ct? I 1,s ) .KE R. 
We deduce from this that for .Y E R 5 (2a,, - En ’ “‘, 2a,, + cn ’ “I) 
p;(.u) W,‘,,(.Y) < cn’ “I. (4.53) 
where the constant in (4.53) depends on c > 0. If m > 2 the result follows 
from (3.6) (4.52) and (4.53) for n sufficiently large. In the case M = 2, (4.53) 
holds for all XE R, 126, p. 242, equation 8.91.101. Hence the result by (3.6) 
and (4.52). To extend the results to all n. we note that by Holder’s 
inequality and (4.1 ) for n < n,, n,, fixed, 
H,,.,,(x) d (’ K,,(.Y, .uy 2 
< c n:,” W p(s) 
=L’ w-“(x). 1 
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For IV(v) = W,,,(x), IYI > 2, the results of Bonan and Clark [4] may be 
used to fill the gap (2u,, - 127 ’ “I, Zu,, + cn ’ “‘). 
5. POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION 
We now apply the bounds for the Lebesgue function N,,, ,(.u), to prove 
pointwise convergence of Lagrange interpolation for uniformly continuous 
functions f’(.\-). 
Proof’ol’ Tl7cotxw1 3.2. Throughout the proof we use c, to denote a con- 
stant for which Theorem 3.5 is valid. Furthermore we use cZ to denote a 
fixed constant which satisfies (‘I > 2 and x,,, < ~‘~y,,. Now let .f;,(.u) = 
/‘( (,7 L~,,.Y ). Then 
w,( f;, , 6 ) = 0~,(.f: ~~q,,d ) c w~(./; q,,6 1. (5.1) 
Now we can find a polynomial P(.u) of degree 6 n - 1 so that for 1.~1 < 1, 
IP,, I( 6211 61’ I and by Jackson’s theorem (see Lorentz [ 13, p. 58, 
equation IO] for a proof for trigonometric polynomials) 
l.t;,c-I-,-P,, I( <c,(J~,(.f;,>rl ‘1 
6 1’ cr c!),(,f; 4,(/n), 
by (5.1 ). Thus if P,T , (.u) = P,, ,(.Y,‘1.2q,l 1,.Y E R. 
I f’(r) - P,T ,(s)l 6 (’ C’, w,.(.fi q,i!?l). ISI < czq,,. (5.2) 
Now by (5.2) (3.15) and the identity 
it follows that for 1.~1 < c, y!,. 
G l.f’(-u) ~ p,, ,(.~/C.2Yr1)l + i Ilk,,(-~)l I.f‘(x,,,) - p,, ,(.~A,,/Gqn)l (5.3) 
h=, 
d(‘,-to,(.fly,,,n)((niq,,)l.\-~-~,,,I[logn+ w ‘(.x)]+c). 1 
Proof‘ of TI7mren7 3.3. Let c2 be as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 above. 
As inequality (5.3) is valid for (x/ < c2q,, we can apply (4.51) to obtain the 
upper half of (3.10). By Theorem 4.13 we need not omit the interval of 
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length 2r:n ’ “I around 2u,, in the case rn = 2. We prove the result for 
1.~1 > c2q,, as follows: 
I f’(s) - L(.fl -u)l G If( + M.fl -yu)l 
d W~2~I,,)/l.‘ll w ‘t-u) + I-U./~ -u)l. (5.4) 
As <‘?> 1. 
W,,,(Gq,r) < WJY,,) = e 
II 1)) (5.5) 
Also. by the infinite-finite range inequality [Lubinsky, 14, Theorem A], 
6 (cq,!)” max 1L,,(.f: X) W(.u)l. 
! 1 Ii I’d,,, 
Therefore. 
lL,,(.fi x)1 d (cq,/.u)” W-‘(x) max iI,,,(,f; X) W(.u)l 
i r 1 s < ‘,,, 
d (c~,~~s)” W ‘(s)ilfll max 
I I I c ( Yn i 
i E.,,, lK,,(.u, .u,,,)l W(.Y) 
/;=I I 
< c3(cq,,j.y)” W ‘(.~)ll,f’lI max (K,,(.\-, s) W’(.u))’ ’ 
I \ I < ( Y,, 
(by the Cauchy Schwarz inequality) 
6 ~,~~l~,,~“~~~q,,l’.~~“llJ’ll w ‘(-XI 
(by (4.1)) 
dc.3 L’, ‘I ll.f’ll w ‘(x). b ’ (‘.?qrz> (5.6) 
cZ sufficiently large. The lower half of (3.10) now follows from (5.4) (5.5) 
and (5.6). 1 
Proof of’ Theorem 3.4. We define the function J;,(t) as follows. Let 
f;,(.u,,,) = sign I,,,(x) and let .f;, be continuous between the zeros .x~,,, .vg+ ,.,, 
and satisfy lI.f;, /I d 1. For example, let ,f,, interpolate linearly between xk + ,.,Z 










The result now follows if II is sufficiently large, by applying (5.7) and (3.16) 
to the above. 1 
I thank Dr. D. S. Lublnaky for mtroduc~ng mc to the \ubJuct of Lagrange lntcrpulatlon. ;ind 
for his helpful adwce during the courti: of the rexarch 
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